
 

Education Proclaims the  shaping  of character which in turn chisels ones 

personality. True knowledge teaches one to soar high beyond the confines of 

the curricula. Such knowledge imparts the strength of mind with an unflagging 

desire  to sustain the grand

DAV Public  School Mugma Area Nirsa Dhanbad Jharkhand Zone 

imparts a quintessential System of education that includes love for nature , 

empathy , tolerance ,benevolence and other invaluable humane qualities that 

are eternal. 

We aspire to ingrain eternal human values in sync with scientific learning . Our 

Endeavour is to provide education that incorporated a pleathora of 

extracurricular activities to enable students to be equipped with knowledge 

reinforced with skill and positive attitude augmented with moral values. We 

accentuate education by crafting an invaluable holistic 

social, cultural ,and   emotional
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